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Abstract

This document defines a translation from UML/P class diagrams [Rum04, Sch12] to Alloy modules [Jac06] and a translation from corresponding Alloy instances back to UML/P object diagrams. An overview of the translation was first presented in [MRR11]. We define the translations and give an example, showing a class diagram and its complete representation in Alloy, as well as a corresponding Alloy instance and its complete representation back in an object diagram.
Chapter 1

Class Diagrams

1.1 Grammar of UML/P CDs

We show an abbreviated version of the grammar of the class diagrams language used as input for the CD2Alloy translation. Relevant parts of the grammar of UML/P CDs [Rum04, Sch12] are shown in Listing 1.1. The production rules to express cardinalities of association ends and modifiers of CD elements are part of the Common grammar (parent of CD grammar) shown in Listing 1.2. The grammars in the listings are adapted from [Sch12].

```plaintext
grammar CD extends mc.uml.p.common.Common {
  abstract CDElement;
  abstract CDType extends CDElement;
  external Value, Body;

  CDDefinition =
    Completeness? Stereotype? "classdiagram" Name
    "{" ( CDClass | CDInterface | CDEnum | CDAssociation
    | Invariant )* "}";

  CDClass astextends CDType =
    Completeness? Modifier? "class" Name TypeParameters?
    ( "extends" superclasses:ReferenceType
    ("," superclasses:ReferenceType)* )?
    ( "implements" interfaces:ReferenceType
    ("," interfaces:ReferenceType)* )?
    ( ";" | "{" ( CDAttribute | CDConstructor | CDMethod)*
    "}" );

  CDInterface astextends CDType =
}
Completeness? Modifier? "interface" Name
  TypeParameters?
  ( "extends" interfaces:ReferenceType
    ("," interfaces:ReferenceType)* )?
  ( ";" | "{" (CDAttribute | CDMethod)* "}" );

dEnum astextends CDType =
  Completeness? Modifier? "enum" Name
  ( "implements" interfaces:ReferenceType
    ("," interfaces:ReferenceType)* )?
  ( ";" | "{" (CDEnumConstant ("," CDEnumConstant)* "");
    (CDAttribute | CDConstructor | CDMethod)* )? "}" );

CDEnumConstant = Name ( "(" CDEnumParameter
  ("," CDEnumParameter)* ")" )?

CDEnumParameter = Value;

CDAttribute = Modifier? Type Name ("=" Value)? ";";

CDQualifier = Name | Type;

CDAssociation astextends CDElement =
  Stereotype? ( ["association"] | ["aggregation"] | ["composition"] )
  Derived:["/"]? Name?
  leftModifier:Modifier? leftCardinality:Cardinality?
  leftReferenceName:QualifiedName
  ( ["" leftQualifier:CDQualifier "]")?
  ("(" leftRole:Name ")")?
  ( leftToRight:["- >"] | rightToLeft:["< -"] | bidirectional:["< - >"] | simple:["--"] )
  ("(" rightRole:Name ")")?
  ("[" rightQualifier:CDQualifier "]")?
  rightReferenceName:QualifiedName
  rightCardinality:Cardinality?
  rightModifier:Modifier? ";";

Listing 1.1: Extract of the UML/P class diagram grammar given in MontiCore format

grammar Common extends mc.types.Types {
Cardinality =
  "[" ( many:["*"] | lowerBoundLit:IntLiteral ( ".."
    ( upperBoundLit:IntLiteral | noUpperLimit:["*"]) )?
  "])";
1.2 Example CD

Consider the example CD shown in Fig. 1.1 and given in textual UML/P syntax in Listing 1.3. The class diagram contains 4 enumerations, 9 classes, and 6 associations.

An employee works in at least one up to three addresses, owns one or more insurances, and can be assigned to an unlimited number of companies. Insurances have a kind attribute with the possible enumeration values workAccident, transport, and international. Companies can have an unlimited number of cars. Drivers are special employees that have a driving experience with the possible enumeration values beginner or expert. Drivers can optionally have a license and drive up to one vehicle. Vehicles have to be driven by exactly one driver. The class Vehicle is an abstract class and there are two concrete types of vehicles: Car and Truck. Cars have a color attribute with possible enumeration values black, red, and white and a kind attribute with possible enumeration values sportsCar, van, limousine, and regular.
Figure 1.1: $cd_1$, an example class diagram with classes, attributes, enumerations, associations with multiplicities, and inheritance.
package examples.cD2AlloyJournalPaperExamples;

classdiagram CD2AlloyExample {

    enum ColorKind {black, red, white;}
    enum CarKind {sportsCar, van, limousine, regular;}
    enum InsuranceKind {workAccident, transportation, international;}
    enum DrivingExperience {expert, beginner;}

class Employee;
class Driver extends Employee {
    DrivingExperience drivingExperience;
}
class Address;
abstract class Vehicle {
    Date registrationDate;
    String licensePlate;
}
class Car extends Vehicle {
    ColorKind color;
    CarKind kind;
}
class Truck extends Vehicle;
class Company {}
class License {}
class Insurance {
    InsuranceKind kind;
}

association Driving [1] Driver (drivenBy) --
    (drives) Car [0..1];
association WorkPlace [1] Employee (of) ->
    (worksIn) Address [1..3];
association CompaniesCars [0..1] Company (of) ->
    (cars) Car [*];
association CompaniesEmps [*] Company (of) ->
    (emps) Employee [*];
composition EmployeeInsurances [1] Employee (of) ->
    (insurances) Insurance [1..*];
association DriversLicense [1] Driver (ownedBy) --
    (license) License [0..1];
}

Listing 1.3: The class diagram cd\textsubscript{1} (CD2AlloyExample) given in UML/P CD concrete syntax
Chapter 2

The CD2Alloy Translation

We present our complete translation of CDs given in abstract syntax to the Alloy language in Listing 2.1 (foundational part) and Figures 2.1-2.3 (parts dependent on CD).

2.1 The foundational part

Every translated class diagram in Alloy consists of a constant foundational part that is shown in Listing 2.1. This part is generic, that is, common to all generated modules, independent of the input CD at hand.

Listing 2.1 shows the abstract signature FName (lines 9-11) used to represent association role names and attribute names for all classes in the module. The abstract signature Obj (lines 22-24) is the parent of all classes in the module; its get Alloy field relates it and an FName to instances of Obj, Val, and EnumVal. The abstract signature Val (line 27), which we use to represent all predefined types (i.e., primitive types and other types that are not defined as classes in the CD). Values of enumeration types are represented using the signature EnumVal (line 14). Enumeration values and primitive values should only appear in an instance if they are referenced by an object (as specified by the facts in lines 16-19 and lines 29-32).

Listing 2.1 shows some of the generic, parametrized predicates responsible for specifying the relation between objects and fields: ObjAttrib (lines 38-41) limits objs.get[fName] to the correct field’s type and ensures that there is exactly one object, value, or enumeration value related to the field name by the get relation; ObjFNames (lines 34-36) is used to ensure objects do not have field names other than the ones stated in the CD. Listing 2.1 also shows one of the generic predicates responsible for specifying association multiplicities: ObjUAttrib (lines 48-51) provides an upper bound for the number of objects
in the set represented by the `get` relation for a specified role name.

```plaintext
1 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////
2 // Generic Head of CD Model - Oct. 11, 2012
3 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////
4
5 // Some markers not belonging to the model
6 one sig auxiliary {}
7
8 // Names of fields/associations in classes of the model
9 abstract sig FName {
10   is: one auxiliary
11 }
12
13 // Names of enum values in enums of the model
14 abstract sig EnumVal {}
15
16 fact enums {
17   // no enum values can exist on their own
18   all v: EnumVal | some f: FName | v in Obj.get[f]
19 }
20
21 // Parent of all classes relating fields and values
22 abstract sig Obj {
23   get : FName -> { Obj + Val + EnumVal }
24 }
25
26 // Values of fields
27 abstract sig Val {}
28
29 fact values {
30   // no values can exist on their own
31   all v: Val | some f: FName | v in Obj.get[f]
32 }
33
34 pred ObjFNames[objs : set Obj, fName : set FName] {
35   no objs.get[FName - fName]
36 }
37
38 pred ObjAttrib[objs : set Obj, fName : one FName, fType : set {
39   Obj + Val + EnumVal }] {
40   objs.get[fName] in fType
41   all o: objs | one o.get[fName]
42 }
43
44 pred ObjMeth[objs : set Obj, fName : one FName, fType : set {
45   Obj + Val + EnumVal }] {
46   objs.get[fName] in fType
47   all o: objs | one o.get[fName]
48 }
```
pred ObjLUAttrib[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, low: Int, up: Int] {
  ObjLattrib[objs, fName, fType, low]
  ObjUAttrib[objs, fName, fType, up]
}

pred ObjLattrib[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, low: Int] {
  objs.get[fName] in fType
  all o: objs | (#o.get[fName] >= low)
}

pred ObjUAttrib[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, up: Int] {
  objs.get[fName] in fType
  all o: objs | (#o.get[fName] <= up)
}

pred ObjLU[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, low: Int, up: Int] {
  ObjL[objs, fName, fType, low]
  ObjU[objs, fName, fType, up]
}

pred ObjL[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, low: Int] {
  all r: objs | # { l: fType | r in l.get[fName]} >= low
}

pred ObjU[objs : set Obj, fName: one FName, fType: set Obj, up: Int] {
  all r: objs | # { l: fType | r in l.get[fName]} <= up
}

pred BidiAssoc[left : set Obj, lFName: one FName, right : set Obj, rFName: one FName] {
  all l: left | all r: l.get[lFName] | l in r.get[rFName]
  all r: right | all l: r.get[rFName] | r in l.get[lFName]
}

pred Composition[left: set Obj, lFName: some FName, right: set Obj] {
  // all l1, l2: left | (# {l1.get[lFName] & l2.get[lFName]} > 0) => l1=l2
  all r: right | # { l: left, lF: lFName | r in l.get[lF]} = 1
}
Listing 2.1: The foundational part of the CD2Alloy translation with basic signatures `Obj`, `EnumVal`, `Val`, `FName`, and predicates to describe class diagrams' semantics inside Alloy

### 2.2 CD specific signatures and functions

Rules to create parts of the generated Alloy module depending on the class diagram are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. Elements of the abstract syntax of the class diagram are accessed using the names of the production rules from the grammar in Listing 1.1, e.g., `CDClass` and `CDAssociation` as abstract syntax nodes of classes and associations. The attribute names from the grammar, e.g., `superclasses` and `name`, are used for navigation in the abstract syntax.

The input of the translation rules is the abstract syntax of a class diagram. The output produced by the rules is given in Alloy syntax.

The first part of rule 1 from Fig. 2.1 creates a signature for every class in the class diagram extending the common signature `Obj`. The instances of these signatures represent objects in an object model in the semantics of the CD. The second part of rule 1 creates functions that return all atoms of all sub classes for each class in the CD. These functions allow to express sub classing.

Rule 2 introduces a function for every interface in the CD that returns all instances of classes implementing the interface.

Rule 3 introduces an Alloy singleton signature for every field name of an attribute of a class in the CD (part 1) and for every role name of associations (part 2). All these signatures extend the abstract signature `fName` and can be used in the `Obj.get` relation.

Rule 4 creates for every attribute’s type that is not a class in the CD a signature extending signature `Val` whose at most one atom represents an instance of a primitive or no further defined type.

The first part of rule 5 creates a signature for every enumeration value in the CD. The second part of rule 5 creates a function for every enumeration type.

The first part of rule 6 creates a function for every “part” in a composite whole-part-relation in the CD that returns all “wholes” in the CD that might have this “part” as a part. The second part of rule 6 creates a similar function that returns all field names that the “wholes” use to navigate to their “parts”.
2.3 The predicate \textit{pred cd}

The second set of rules in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 describes how the Alloy predicate \textit{pred cd} is generated. This predicate describes the semantics of the CD based on the generic part and the generated signatures and functions. The first set of rules in Fig. 2.2 handles classes and the \texttt{Obj.get} relation. The second set of rules A1-A3 in Fig. 2.3 describe the generation of predicates for associations.

The first rule in Fig. 2.2 uses predicate \texttt{ObjAttrib} to declare the attributes for every class in the class diagram. Note, that the list of attributes includes also all inherited attributes of the class since there is no inheritance on the Alloy signature level for the classes of the CD.

Rule 2 restricts the elements of the classes’ \texttt{get} relation to their attributes and role names of their partners in (inherited) associations.

Rule 3 specifies that all signatures representing abstract classes will have no atoms in an Alloy instance and that signatures representing classes marked as singleton will contain exactly one atom.

Rule 4 generates an instantiation of the predicate \textit{Composition} for every class which is the in the part-relation of a composition. This predicate forces Alloy instances to only associate the atoms of the part representing signature to exactly one atom of of the possible wholes via the \texttt{get} relation.

Rule 5 restricts all objects in object models of the CD to be instances of the classes of the CD. This constraint is important for multiple CD analysis where the Alloy module might contain signatures extending \texttt{Obj} that represent classes of other class diagrams.

Rule A1 in Fig. 2.3 specifies a restriction on the sets of links (entries in the \texttt{Obj.get} relation) off bidirectional associations using the predicate \texttt{BidiAssoc} from Listing 2.1.

Rule A2 applies to bidirectional associations (syntax <-> and --) and those defined from right to left (syntax <-). The multiplicities and target objects of links are defined using predicates for lower and upper bounds (e.g., \texttt{ObjLU}) or lower bounds only (e.g., \texttt{ObjL}). Multiplicities of a single constant $k$ are internally expressed as the range $k..k$ and the range $k..*$ and multiplicity $*$ both as the lower bounds $k$ and $0$. For the side navigable in the CD by the partner’s role name predicates with suffix \texttt{Attrib} are used.

Rule A3 is the analog to rule A2 and applies to bidirectional associations (syntax <-> and --) and those defined from left to right (syntax ->).
∀c ∈ CDClass:
    sig c.name extends Obj {}
∀c ∈ CDClass:
    fun c.nameSubsCD {
        ∀cSub ∈ CDClass s.t. c ∈ cSub.superclasses⁺:
            ∑ cSub.name}
2 ∀i ∈ CDInterface:
    fun i.nameSubsCD {
        ∀cImpl ∈ CDClass s.t. i ∈ cImpl.interfaces⁺:
            ∑ cImpl.name}
3 ∀n ∈ {a.name | c ∈ CDClass, a ∈ c.cdAttribute}:
    one sig n extends fName {}
∀rn ∈ {a.leftRole, a.rightRole | a ∈ CDAssociation}:
    one sig rn extends fName {}
4 ∀t ∈ {a.type | c ∈ CDClass, a ∈ c.cdAttribute s.t. a.type /∉ CDClasses}:
    lone sig type_t extends Val {}
5 ∀e ∈ CDEnum:
    ∀enumVal ∈ e.cdEnumConstant:
        lone sig enum_e.name_enumVal.name extends EnumVal {}
∀e ∈ CDEnum:
    fun e.nameEnumCD: set EnumVal {
        ∀enumVal ∈ e.cdEnumConstant:
            ∑ enumVal.name }
6 ∀part ∈ {comp.rightReferenceName |
            comp ∈ CDAssociation ∧ comp.isComposition}:
    fun partCompositesCD: set Obj {
        ∀comp’ ∈ CDAssociation s.t. comp’.isComposition ∧
            comp’.rightReferenceName = part:
                ∑ comp’.leftReferenceNameSubsCD }
fun partCompFieldNamesCD: set FName {
    ∀comp’ ∈ CDAssociation s.t. comp’.isComposition ∧
        comp’.rightReferenceName = part:
            ∑ comp’.rightRole }

Figure 2.1: Rules to generate signatures and functions based on a given class diagram.
pred cd {
1 \forall c \in CDClass:
    \forall a \in (CDClass.superclasses^*).cdAttribute:
    ObjAttrib[c.name, a.name, a.type]
2 \forall c \in CDClass:
    ObjFNames[c.name, \forall a \in (CDClass.superclasses^*).cdAttribute:
    \sum a.name
    \forall rname \in \{a.leftRole \mid a \in CDAssociation \land
    a.rightReferenceName \in \{sc.name \mid sc \in c.superclasses^*\}\} \cup
    \{a.rightRole \mid a \in CDAssociation \land
    a.leftReferenceName \in \{sc.name \mid sc \in c.superclasses^*\}\}
    + \sum rname ]
3 \forall c \in CDClass s.t. c.isAbstract:
    no c.name
\forall c \in CDClass s.t. c.isSingleton:
    one c.name
4 \forall rname \in \{comp.rightReferenceName \mid
    comp \in CDAssociation \land comp.isComposition\}:
    Composition[rnameCompositesCD, rnameCompFieldNamesCD, rname]
5 \forall c \in CDClass:
    Obj = \sum c.name
}
Figure 2.2: The first set of rules to generate the predicate that describes the semantics of the CD based on the generic predicates from Listing 2.1 and the signatures and functions generated from rules 1-5 from Fig. 2.1.
∀assoc ∈ CDAssociation :

A1 if assoc.isBidirectional then
    BidiAssoc[assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.rightRole,
               assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.leftRole]

A2 if assoc.isBidirectional ∨ assoc.isRightToLeft then
    if assoc.leftCardinality.isLowerUpper then
        ObjLUAttrib[ assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.leftRole,
                      assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftCardinality.lower
                      assoc.leftCardinality.upper ]
    else
        ObjLAttrib[ assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.leftRole,
                      assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftCardinality.lower ]
    if not assoc.isBidirectional then
        if assoc.rightCardinality.isLowerUpper then
            ObjLU[ assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftRole,
                   assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightCardinality.lower
                   assoc.rightCardinality.upper ]
        else
            ObjL[ assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftRole,
                  assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightCardinality.lower ]

A3 if assoc.isBidirectional ∨ assoc.isLeftToRight then
    if assoc.rightCardinality.isLowerUpper then
        ObjLUAttrib[ assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.rightRole,
                     assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightCardinality.lower
                     assoc.rightCardinality.upper ]
    else
        ObjLAttrib[ assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.rightRole,
                     assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightCardinality.lower ]
    if not assoc.isBidirectional then
        if assoc.leftCardinality.isLowerUpper then
            ObjLU[ assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightRole,
                   assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftCardinality.lower
                   assoc.leftCardinality.upper ]
        else
            ObjL[ assoc.rightReferenceName, assoc.rightRole,
                  assoc.leftReferenceName, assoc.leftCardinality.lower ]

Figure 2.3: The rules about associations to generate the predicate that describes the semantics of the CD based on the generic predicates from Listing 2.1 and the signatures and functions generated from rules 1-5 from Fig. 2.1.
Chapter 3

Example of Generated Alloy Module

The Alloy code shown in Listing 3.1 is generated from class diagram $cd_1$ presented in Sect. 1.2. The listing contains the CD specific part generated using the rules from Sect. 2.2 to generate CD specific signatures and functions (lines 1-109) and the rules from Sect. 2.3 to generate the predicate $\text{pred } cd$ (lines 113-166).

```alloy
// Concrete names of fields in cd
one sig drivenBy extends FName {}
one sig insurances extends FName {}
one sig licensePlate extends FName {}
one sig kind extends FName {}
one sig emps extends FName {}
one sig of extends FName {}
one sig drivingExperience extends FName {}
one sig registrationDate extends FName {}
one sig color extends FName {}
one sig worksIn extends FName {}
one sig cars extends FName {}
one sig ownedBy extends FName {}
one sig drives extends FName {}
one sig license extends FName {}

// Concrete value types in model cd
lone sig type_String extends Val {}
lone sig type_Date extends Val {}

// Concrete enum values in model cd
lone sig enum_CarKind_sportsCar extends EnumVal {}
lone sig enum_ColorKind_black extends EnumVal {}
lone sig enum_CarKind_van extends EnumVal {}
```
lone sig enum_ColorKind_red extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_InsuranceKind_transportation extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_CarKind_limousine extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_CarKind_regular extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_ColorKind_white extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_DrivingExperience_beginner extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_DrivingExperience_expert extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_InsuranceKind_international extends EnumVal {}

lone sig enum_InsuranceKind_workAccident extends EnumVal {}

// Classes in model cd

sig Driver extends Obj {}

sig Car extends Obj {}

sig License extends Obj {}

sig Truck extends Obj {}

sig Address extends Obj {}

sig Company extends Obj {}

sig Employee extends Obj {}

sig Insurance extends Obj {}

sig Vehicle extends Obj {}

// Interfaces in model cd

// Types wrapping subtypes

fun DriverSubsCD: set Obj {
  Driver
}

fun CarSubsCD: set Obj {
  Car
}

fun LicenseSubsCD: set Obj {
  License
}

fun TruckSubsCD: set Obj {
  Truck
}

fun AddressSubsCD: set Obj {
  Address
}

fun CompanySubsCD: set Obj {
  Company
}

fun InsuranceSubsCD: set Obj {

Insurance

fun EmployeeSubsCD: set Obj {
    Driver + Employee
}

fun VehicleSubsCD: set Obj {
    Car + Truck + Vehicle
}

// Types containing subtypes for definition of associations

// Types wrapping composite structures
fun InsuranceCompositesCD: set Obj {
    EmployeeSubsCD
}

// Types wrapping composite structures field names
fun InsuranceCompFieldNamesCD: set FName {
    insurances
}

// Enums
// Enum values in cd
fun InsuranceKindEnumCD: set EnumVal {
    enum_InsuranceKind_transportation +
    enum_InsuranceKind_workAccident +
    enum_InsuranceKind_international
}

fun ColorKindEnumCD: set EnumVal {
    enum_ColorKind_black + enum_ColorKind_red +
    enum_ColorKind_white
}

fun CarKindEnumCD: set EnumVal {
    enum_CarKind_sportsCar + enum_CarKind_van +
    enum_CarKind_limousine + enum_CarKind_regular
}

fun DrivingExperienceEnumCD: set EnumVal {
    enum_DrivingExperience_beginner +
    enum_DrivingExperience_expert
}

// Values and relations in cd
pred cd {
    // Definition of class Driver
// Definition of class Car
ObjAttrib[Car, licensePlate , type_String]
ObjAttrib[Car, kind , CarKindEnumCD]
ObjAttrib[Car, registrationDate , type_Date]
ObjAttrib[Car, color , ColorKindEnumCD]
ObjFNames[Car, licensePlate + kind + registrationDate +
        color + drivenBy + none]

// Definition of class License
ObjFNames[License, ownedBy + none]

// Definition of class Truck
ObjAttrib[Truck, licensePlate , type_String]
ObjAttrib[Truck, registrationDate , type_Date]
ObjFNames[Truck, licensePlate + registrationDate +
        drivenBy + none]

// Definition of class Address
ObjFNames[Address, none]

// Definition of class Company
ObjFNames[Company, emps + cars + none]

// Definition of class Insurance
ObjAttrib[Insurance, kind , InsuranceKindEnumCD]
ObjFNames[Insurance, kind + none]

// Definition of class Employee
ObjFNames[Employee, insurances + worksIn + none]

// Definition of class Vehicle
ObjAttrib[Vehicle, licensePlate , type_String]
ObjAttrib[Vehicle, registrationDate , type_Date]
ObjFNames[Vehicle, licensePlate + registrationDate +
        drivenBy + none]

// Special properties of singletons, abstract classes and interfaces
no Vehicle

// All classes in this CD
Obj = Driver + Car + License + Truck + Address + Company +
    Insurance + Employee + Vehicle

// Associations
ObjLUAttrib[EmployeeSubsCD, worksIn, AddressSubsCD, 1, 3]
ObjLU[AddressSubsCD, worksIn, EmployeeSubsCD, 1, 1]
BidiAssoc[DriverSubsCD, drives, VehicleSubsCD, drivenBy]
ObjLUAttrib[VehicleSubsCD, drivenBy, DriverSubsCD, 1, 1]
ObjLUAttrib[DriverSubsCD, drives, VehicleSubsCD, 0, 1]
ObjLUAttrib[EmployeeSubsCD, insurances, InsuranceSubsCD, 1]
Listing 3.1: The Alloy module generated from class diagram \( cd_1 \) presented in Sect. 1.2 (Listing 1.3 and Fig. 1.1).

The Alloy code from Listing 3.1 can be executed in the Alloy Analyzer together with the foundational part of the Alloy module from Listing 2.1 and a run command. The run command as used in the CD2Alloy tool with scope 10 is `run cd for 10`. 
Chapter 4

Translation of Alloy Instances Back to ODs

Intermediate results of the CD analysis using CD2Alloy are Alloy instances of the Alloy modules generated from input CDs. These Alloy instances represent object models of the CDs (Alloy instances in scope $k$ exist iff object models with at most $k$ objects exist). The Alloy instances can be presented to the engineer as witnesses of the analysis result by a translation to object diagrams.

4.1 Structure of CD2Alloy Alloy instances

The Alloy instances generated by an execution of the Alloy Analyzer on Alloy modules generated by CD2Alloy represent object models of the input CDs. These instances have similar structure due to the generic foundational part of the CD2Alloy translation. The relevant parts of the generated Alloy instances are:

- **Obj** a set of atoms representing all objects in the OM
- **Val** a set of atoms representing values of primitive or unknown types of attributes in the OM
- **EnumVal** a set of atoms representing enumeration values assigned to attributes in the OM
- **FName** a set of atoms representing attribute and role names
- **Obj<:get** a set of tuples of type $\text{Obj} \times \text{FName} \times (\text{Obj} \cup \text{Val} \cup \text{EnumVal})$ representing links and assignments to attributes in the OM
The set \( \text{univ} \) is the set of all atoms in an Alloy instance. We use the function \( \text{sig} : \text{univ} \rightarrow \text{Name} \) to retrieve the most specific signature name of an atom. We use the function \( \text{name} : \text{univ} \rightarrow \text{Name} \) to retrieve the name of an atom (Alloy names atoms after their most specific signature and appends a running number per signature).

### 4.2 Translation rules

CD2Alloy translates Alloy instances representing object models to UML/P object diagrams. The UML/P ODs used in CD2Alloy consist of objects with attributes and links between these objects (the MontiCore grammar for object diagrams can be found in [Sch12]). Alloy instances are translated to ODs according to the rules in Fig. 4.1.

```plaintext
package temp;

objectdiagram of {
  \forall o \in \text{Obj}:
    o.name : o.sig {
      1 \forall (o', \text{name}, \text{val}) \in \text{Obj:<:get} \text{ s.t. } o' = o \land \text{val} \in \text{Val}:
          \text{val.sig} \text{name}.name = \text{some.val.sig};
      2 \forall (o', \text{name}, eVal) \in \text{Obj:<:get} \text{ s.t. } o' = o \land e\text{Val} \in \text{EnumVal}:
          \text{enumName}(\text{evVal.name}) \text{name}.name = \text{enumValueName}(\text{evVal.name});
    }
  3 \forall (o, \text{rname}, o') \in \text{Obj:<:get} \text{ s.t. } o, o' \in \text{Obj}:
      \text{link} o.name \rightarrow (\text{rname.name}) o'.name;
}
```

Figure 4.1: Translation of CD2Alloy Alloy instances to UML/P ODs consisting of objects with attributes and links between them.

Rule 1 in Fig. 4.1 creates the OD syntax declaration of an object for every atom in \( \text{Obj} \). Inside this declaration rules 2 and 3 add the object’s attributes. Rule 2 adds attributes of primitive or unknown types (atoms from set \( \text{Val} \)). Names of atoms representing enumeration values have the format `enum_enumName_enumValueName`. The helper functions `enumName` and `enumValueName` used in rule 3 compute these enumeration names and specific value names for atoms of the set \( \text{EnumVal} \) by syntactic manipulations.
Rule 4 creates the declaration of a link in the object diagram created from the Alloy instance.

### 4.3 Example of CD2Alloy Alloy instance to OD translation

We present an Alloy instance computed from the CD2Alloy translation of the class diagram from Sect. 1.2. The instance shown in Listing 4.1 was computed by the Alloy Analyzer using scope 10.

```alloy
Obj = { Address0, Address1, Car0, Company0, Driver0, Employee0, Insurance0, Insurance1 }

Driver = { Driver0 }
Car = { Car0 }
License = {}
Truck = {}
Address = { Address0, Address1 }
Company = { Company0 }
Employee = { Employee0 }
Insurance = { Insurance0, Insurance1 }
Vehicle = {}

FName = {
  cars, color, drivenBy, drives, drivingExperience, emps, insurances, kind, license, licensePlate, of, ownedBy, registrationDate, worksIn
}

EnumVal = {
  enum_CarKind_regular,
  enum_ColorKind_black,
  enum_DrivingExperience_beginner,
  enum_InsuranceKind_international,
  enum_InsuranceKind_workAccident
}

Val = {type_Date, type_String}

Obj <: get = {
  Car0 -> color -> enum_ColorKind_black,
  Car0 -> drivenBy -> Driver0,
  Car0 -> kind -> enum_CarKind_regular,
  Car0 -> licensePlate -> type_String,
  ...}
```
The CD2Alloy Alloy instance shown in Listing 4.1 is translated to the object diagram shown in Listing 4.2 using the translation rules given in Sect. 4.2.
Listing 4.2: The UML/P OD generated by the translation of the Alloy instance from Listing 4.1.
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